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Introduction 

On 11 December 1986 the Council adopted a Directive on the application of. the 
principle of equal treatment between men and women engaged in an activity, 
including agriculture, in a self-employed capacity, and on the protection of 
self-employed women during pregnancy and motherhood. 

Article 12 of that Directive required Member States to bring into force the 
laws, regulations ·and administrative provisions necessary to comply therewith 
not later than 30 June 1989. However, for a Member State which, in order to 
comply with Article 5, had to amend its legislation on matrimonial rights and 
obligations, the deadline was extended until 30 June 1991. 

Artic.le 13 requires Member States to forward to the Commission all the· 
information necessary to enable it to draw up a report on the application of 
the Directive. To this end a questionnaire was sent to the Member States in 
February 1991. Replies to this questionnaire were received from the Member 
States between 1991 and 1993. It should be noted that there may have been 
recent developments within Member States since then which have hot been taken 
into account. 

This report is based upon these replies, research by the Commission I?etwork 
on the implementation of the equal opportunities Directives and contributions 
from the members of the Advisory Committee on Equal Opportunities for Men and 
Women. 
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PART r . .-: Main objectives and Provisions of.Dire~tive 86/613/EEC 

Although the ·earlier Directives on ·equal treatment between men and 
women (76/207/EEC and 79/117/EEC} were fairly-broad in scope, they did 
ncit take sufficient account 'of the specific and special situation. of 
self-employed men and. women and in _particular the situation of. self- · 
employed workers. whose professional_ status is uncll:!ar (neither ·.partners 
nor employees). The 1986 Directive sought to identify 'the specific 
contribution of the· self-employed to the .family income, to give 
ass~sting- spouses a clearly defined professional statu_s and, by 
extension,, to establish their social security entitlements. 

The Directive covers: 

(a)' self-employed workers, i.e. all persons pursuing a gainful:activity. 
for their own account, _under the conditions laid down by national 
law, including_ farmers and members _ of the liberal pro.fessions. 
(Article 2 (a)). 

<b.l Their spouses, not being employees or partners,· where they 
habitually, under the conditions laid down 'by national law, 
partic~pate . in the activities ·of the self-employed worker and 
perform the same tasks or ancillary tasks. (Article 2 (b))~ 

The spouse of a self-employed worker ~ho. habitually participates .ln his · 
or her economic <!_ctivity will normally fall into one of the following 
three categories: 

a person engaged_ in the same :activ-ities as his/he·r spouse as a 
partner or shareholder in a company 

a -person participating in the activities of his/her spcmse and 
receiving payment in return (employee status). 

'an employed person who. participates habitually in the activity of 
his /her. self-employed spouse without payment and without status. 

In addition, · France has created· a new CCitegory ( • conjoint 
collaborateur•j for spouses of self-employed workers in the commercial 
and craft sectoral 

1 Although this term describes more accurately the contribution-that 
the spous-e actually makes to the 'economic activity business,- we 
feel that for the sake of clarity the ter~ should only be u~ed in 
t,lation to the- specific status provided for in French la~. 

Spouses .within the meaning of Artic-le 2('b) ·Of the Directive wip be 
referred to.as "assisting spouses" for the ~urposes of this report, 



s 
The Directive employs the standard definition of the principle of equal 
treatment, used.in the other Equality Directives, that there must be no 
discrimination on grounds of sex, either directly or indirectly, by 
reference in particular to marital or family status. (Article 3) 

Article 4 of the Directive requires the Member States to take the 
measures necessary to abolish any national provisions which are 
contrary to the principle of equal treatment as defined· in Directive 
76/207/EEC. Particular reference is made to the establishment, 
equipment or extension of a business or the launching or extension of 
any other form of self-employed activity, including access to financial 
facilities. 

Article 5 obliges Member States to ensure that the conditions for 
formation of a company between spouses are no more restrictive than 
those applying to persons who are not married. 

Article 6 deals with social security cover for the assisting spouse. It 
provides that where a contributory social security scheme exists, 
Member .States must ensure that assisting spouses may make voluntary 
contributions to a scheme where they are not already covered by the · 
social security scheme of the self-employed spouse 

Article 7 places a general obligation on the Member states to examine 
how recognition of the work of assisting spouses may be encouraged and 
to consider any appropriate steps to do so. It should be pointed out, 
though, that this does not oblige the Member states to take any 
specific action, or indeed any action at all. 

Article 8 req1,1ires the Member states to consider the question of 
pregnancy and maternity assistance for female self-employed and the 
wives of the self-employed- in the form of temporary replacements or 
publicly-funded cash benefits. As with Article 7, the obligation is to 
consider, but not necessarily to take any action in this regard. 

Article 9 obliges the Member States to ensure that the 
under this Directive may be upheld in the courts, 
recourse to other competent authorities. 

rights conf~rred 
possibly after 

Article 10 requires Member states to engage in. a certain amount of 
publicity. They must bring to the attention of bodies representing the 
self-employed and vocational training centres measures adopted under 
the Directive as well as all relevant measures already in force. 

];-· 



·PART IT Review of the situation in the individual Kember States 

Overview. 

In their replies to the Conunission • s questionnaire the Member States 
emphasized the issue of equality between men and women. Equality 
before the law in respect of the establishment, equipment or extension 
of a ·business -or the launching or extension of any other form of self
employed activity, ·including financial facilities, exists in all Member 
States (Article 4) . However, little or nothing was said about the 
specific objective of the Directive, namely to rectify a situation 
which largely affects women, namely the lack of professional status for 
·spo?ses wqrking in . family businesses, including agriculture:. 

_) 

some Member states stressed that the main feature of self-employed 
actiyity was its .sheer diversity and ·that the individuals. concerned 
should be left .a large measure of freedom. 

Host Member States. ind.i,cated that it had not been necessary for them to 
amend or adapt their national ;legislation in.· <?rder to. implement the 
Directive. 

In general, the formation of a company between spo~ses is possible. 
-Nevertheless, there are certain re.strictions regarding property rights 
arising out of a matrimonial rel~tionship (Luxembourg, Portugal) and 
possessi.on of diplomas (Germany and France),. The. formation of a. 
company between _spouses· confers rig~ts on the unpaid ·marriage partner. 
However, very few self-employed c~uples opt for this solution. (Article 
5) . -

As regards social security protection (Article 6), ·most Member states 
grant only limited social security rights (sickness· bene·fit, old age 
p~nsion), and any such entitlements are based .on ~erived rights or 
payment into private insurance schemes·, whl.ch are always more costly 
for . the person concerned. Denmark is the only country where the 
spouse of the self-employed 'Worker is protected agi:l.i';lst all 
contingencies (including unemployment). 

Member states were asked to examine_ under what conditions recognition 
of the work done by the spouse might be· encouraged and to take . all 
appropriate steps. By and large the Member states felt that there was 
no need for new initiatives to encourage such recognition. However, 
c:ertain coun.tries such as Denmark and· Belgium have taken steps· to 
mitigate the.adverse effects·of tax legislation-on the wage paid to the 
spouse by the self-employed worker. (Article 7)~ 



As regards the provision of .assistance in cases of absence due to 
pregnancy or maternity (Article 8), some Member States have improved 
conditions for women during and after pregnancy, mainly through the 
granting of ·allowances. on the other hand, the only countries which 
allow genuine access to replacement services are France, Germany and 
the Netherlands. sometimes, the profession organizes relief services 
to cover a ·number of contingencies, such as illness, motherhood, 
holidays, absence for training or trade union duties (mainly in 
agriculture). Motherhood and sickness have priority when it comes to 
the supply of replacement services. However, the situation of female. 
self-employed workers, both during pregnancy and after giving birth, is 
still generally very difficult, particularly for those on -low incomes 
or who live in rural areas where private services are underdeveloped. 

It would appear that recourse to the judicial process is available to 
persons covered by the Directive through the ordinary courts 
responsible for dealing with such cases (Article 9). 

As regards the duty of Member states to inform bodies representing the 
Aelf-employed and vocational training centres of measures adopted under 
the_ Directive or indeed already in place (Article 10), it emerges that 
:.nl:t France o.nd the United :-.ingdom nave int.co\J...l~cd c1 '-C.J.:';je"Lte~.o 

information policy. Otherwise, Member States do not provide the 
persons concerned by the Directive with proper, targeted and systematic 
information. Many spouses of self-employed workers .are unaware of 
national enabling measures or legislation dealing with the subject 
matter covered by the Directive.. certain countries such as Portugual 
and Denmark have done nothing to provide information (only publication 
in the Official Gazette or equivalent national -publication); others 
have informed groupe representing self-employed workers. 

~ summary of the situation in the individual Member Sta~es, based on 
·information available as at lllid-1993, ·follows. ·--' 

. -~· . 

. ; . 
·,(.~ ',; ·:. 
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1. BELGJ:UH 

ARTICLE ,_4 

This provision of the Directive i~ covered by the Law of 
15 December 1970 (as amended) and the various enabling decre~s relating 
to the carrying out of professional activities in small and 
medium-sized businesses in the crafts and trade.sectors. 

The provisions relating·to access to the various types of self-employed 
activities contain nothing which discriminates _against women. 

ARTICLE 5 

There_ is nothing in the consolidated company. laws of 1935 (as amended) 
that makes it difficult for spouses who have pooled their property 'to . 
form a company. Moreover, the· Law of 1 April 1987 · amending· 
Article 1401 of the civii Code made it. easier for spo~ses married under 
the. communal prope·rty· arrangements, without any assets of their own, to 
form a company. 

What this measure di~ was dissociate the asset value·of shares held in 
conunon .from the rights of a person. acting in the capacity of a partner 

. in a company where all the shares 'are registered, and categorize these 
'rights as personal entitlements. 

ARTJ:CLE 6 

Under Article 7 ( 1) of the Royal Decree No 38 of 27 July 1967 defining 
the soci ... l status of sci!lf-employed workers, the wife or ·husband· of a 
self-employed worker was not entitled to· social security benefits as a 
helper. The spouse was protected as-regards health care '(major risks) 
and survivor's pension benefits under the self-employed worker's. social 
security scheme (derived rights). 

A Law of ·14 December 1989 amended the abovementioned· Article· 7 ( 1 )_ and 
since 1 _January 1990 the husband or wife of a self-employed worker has· 
been able. to join that worker • s social.· security scheme voluntarily. 
However~ this only. appli~s to compulsory sickness insurance (major 
risks) and invalidity . allowances. In addition to maternity allowance 

. (see below), the spouse will_ be entitled to a disability allowance of 
BFR 481/day after a period of three months, rising to BFR 594/day·after· 
one year's invalidity. 

_This allowance is the same as that payable to the. self-employed worker 
in the event of disability or . invalidity.. To insure against minor 
health risks, the self-employed worker- will have to pay a supplementary 
contribution to cover his/her spouse. 

( 
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ARTICLE 7 
.\' 

'··' .. · 

As from the 1989 tax year, an assisting spouse who does_ not have a·· 
separate professional income/ of more than Bfr 350 000 per year may 
enter on his/her tax return a salary corresponding to the normal value 
of his/her services as a helper. However, this remuneration may not 
exceed 30% of the net income of the self-employed worker unless proof 
of a special form of assistance can be supplied. 

ARTJ:CLE 8 

The Law of 14 December 1989 and the Royal Decree of 24 .January 1990 
referred to above make provision for a maternity grant of Bfr 30 000 
during the period of maternity leave (three weeks) both to wives of 
self-employed workers in their capacity as assistants and to 
self-emplo"yed female workers. wives of self-employed workers may only 
claim the maternity grant: 
* if they have paid into the scheme for a qualifying period of 

12 months 
• if they have paid into the scheme for at least two years (or have 

undertaken to remain members for a period of at least two years). 

ARTJ:CLE 9 

No particulars given. 
No additionai:*information on 
this.Article vas forthcoming. 

ARTICLE 10 

the implementation of the provisions of 

The· new la'"!s and regulations were brought to the attention of the 
social insurance funds for self-employed workers in Note P 720b/90/7 of 
27 February 1990. These social insurance funds were set up at the 
instigation of interprofessional or professional organizations and 
their task is to inform their members and advise them of their 
obligations and rights (Article 20(1) of Royal Decree No 38 of 
27 .July 1967). 

COHCLUSIORS 

Belgium has adopted a number of measures in order to comply with the 
Directive and, in particular, has adapted its tax legislation so as to 
encourage recognition of the .work done by the assisting spouse. 
·However, it should be pointed out that these changes will prima~ily 
benefit ·the better-off spouses, since the remuneration which they are 
allowed to claim will be expressed as a percentage (maximum 30%) of the 
net income declared by the self-employed worker. 



·If the business makes little or no profit the spouse will only receive· · 
a minimum share. 

The tax legislation also puts_up other obstacles to full recognition of 
the spouse's . status. Although a person can in theory employ his/her 
~spouse, the tax system acts as a. disincentive . since Article 45 ( 8) of 
the income tax code2 does not allow the spouse's salary to be claimed 
against tax ' as professional charges. other family helpers ·are not 

. affected by this restriction • ._ 

With.regard to Article 6, spouses are not be co~ered in every case by 
the social security arrangements of ·self-employed workers, ·since cover 
is -fimited to sickness and inval-idity. However, theyare covered, like 
any si»ouse living under the same r()()f ,· for old age via their. spouse's 

·entitlements (survivor•• pension)· and for _minor health risks if the 
self-e.Ployed worker contributes to such • scheme. 

. ,. 

2 Professional charges include payments to members of the taxpayer • s 
family ~ther than _his spouse working with him, providing such paY-ments 
do not exceed a normal salary or wage 

,; .· 
.-; . 

·.··' 

·, ,• .. 



2. DENMARK 

ARTXCLE 4 

This Article has been implemented by paragraph 5. of Law No 686 of 
11 October 1990 on equality of treatment. Under this provision, anyone 
who controls access to a profession, the establishment or extension of 
a business or any other form of professional activity, including 
financial facilities, must abide by the principle of equal treatment. 
However, the Ligestillingsradet (the Danish equal opportunities board) 
has pointed out that, in certain cases, self-employed women are still 
encountering practical difficulties in getting a loan in order to start 
their activities. 

ARTXCLE 5 

The formation of a company between spouses does not appear to cause any 
problems, although the commission has not been given any details. 

ARTICLE 6 

social security in Denmark is financed from tax revenue. Persons 
covered by social security arrangements only need to pay contributions 
if they wish to claim addition benefits. 

Assisting spouses are covered by the social security system, in the 
same way as the self-employed workers, against illness, invalidity, old 
age and maternity risks. They may voluntarily insure themselves 
against the risks of unemployment and industrial accident. 

Health~ persons covered by the Directive are entitled to free medical 
services and to cash benlj!fits from the third month of incapacity for 
work. If they have contributed to a voluntary insurance scheme, they 
will be covered from the first day of their illness. The benefit paid 
depends on the profit of the business as communicated by the tax 
authorities. No distinction is made between a self-employed person and 
his/her spouse as far as the payment of the daily allowance is 
concerned. 

ARTICLE 7 

The Law of 16 March 1989 introduced a new amendment into the tax 
legislation allowing a couple to choose the status of employee or 
co-worker for the assisting spouse. The purpose of this amendment is 
to give the co-worker greater independence and make it easier for 
him/her to obtain social. benefits. 

• 

.. 
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.ARTICLE 8 

self-employed women and wives assisting self-employed workers are 
entitled to four weeks' maternity leave prior t~ the birth and up to 
24 weeks after~ While on maternity leave the woman receives a daily 
allowance from -the locai authorities. The amount depends on h'er income 
and there is. a ceiling of Dkr 2 . 506 per week,- . · if the; woman has 
subscribed to a voluntary insurance scheme she receives an additional· 
minimum allowance of Dkr 1 671 per week, which is paid independently of 
·income. 

There is no provision. for services supplying temporary replacements. 

ARTICLE 9 

Equality of treatment easel:! are heard ·by the ordinary courts; 
According to the· legal staff, no case's have been brought to court under 
t,his Directive. 

In Denmark the Ligestillingsradet plays a very important role in 
implementing the principle· of ·equal treatment between men and women. 
Th.e purpose of this body is to promote equal opportunities and it is 
empowered, on its own initiative, or at the request ,of a third party, 
to investigate situations which-fall within 'the scope of the law. 

ARTICLE 10 

.It would appear that no-specific information on the Directive has been 
passed on to t!le vocational training bodies or groups _representing 
self-employed workers. 
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3. GERHARY 

General comment: The Federal Government maintains that the 
transpositio1, of the Directive l.nto national law requires no amendment 
to German laws or regulations. 

ARTICLE 4 

There are- no differences· on grounds of sex when it comes to the 
establishment, organization or expansion of a company, or the taking up 
or extension of any other form of self-employed activity. Members of 
the libera-l profess-ions. (lawyers, solicitors, accountants, doc.tors., 
etc. ) are governed by ·condi.tions restricting access based on legal 
provisions·. These restrictions vary f'rom. one profession to another 
(nationality, quotas,. consideration. of need, qualifications obtained_, 
etc. ) . The restri.ctions are. the same for both men. and women. 

The legal provisions appl:icable to the launch·ing and extens:ion o·f a 
business or any other form·. of self-employed ac.tivi.ty are the same for 
both sexes. Likewise, there is no dis-tinction for the purposes of 
vocational q,ui.d'ance, training, further traini.ng, and retraining •• 

ARTICLE 5 

The launching: or extension of a business af?.d· the choice o·f leqal. f'orm 
for a number of self-employed: activities· such as. arc-hitects,. engineers., 
lawyers, tax consul.tan,ta,. are. covered by professional leqis.la·tion 
and/or compan¥ law·. 

Where there are laws requiring all. partners to have specific 
qualifications, a spouse may only be a· partner if he/she. meets the 
qualifying r~uirerne.nts. Chartered' accountants and tax consu:ltants can 
form a partnership and a private limited liability company. 

Wives may, like any other individual, hold' shares in such compan-ies 
even if they are· not· engaged in the professional activity in question. 
In such a case,. however, they have no- influenc-e on the professional 
decisions taken by these companies. 

In all other conunercial businesses,_ spouses receive the same treatment 
as third parties· if they form or join a company. 



ARTICLE .6 

The German social security system covers: 

sickness 
.retirement 
accidents: 

sickness insurance 

1·Lf 

This insurance covers the risks of sickness, maternity and health care·. 

self-employed workers ar:e not D()rmally required -to pay into a sickness 
insurance scheme (the exceptions being those engage~ in fanning, 
ho~ticul ture, forestry, etc.; . the same applies to self -employed 
artists and writers). 

When they ·have completed a mandatory period of insurance, self-employed 
workers may decide whether or not they wish to remain insured. 

Where an agricultural ·holding is jointly managed t>y the spouses, the 
spouse who. is mainly responsible for runqi.ng -the business is considered 
to be the operator and is required to contribute to the S()Cial security· 
scheme. The assisting spouse is insured as a.member of the family and 
does not.have to pay contributions. 

The spouse insur~d as a m~mber of the family is eligible for the"same 
health ins"urance benefits asthe spouse lo.fhO is compulsorily insured. 

In the case of sickness insurance for farmers, assistance .can only be 
granted to the spouse who is insured as a member of the family if the 
rules of the sickness insurance scheme so provide. 

With. the exception of sickness benefits, the benefits· under the 
compulsory insurance arrangements. a-re generally identical to those paid 
to voluntary members.· 

Retirement insurance 

·This scheme covers risks of invalidity, old age ·and death. 

Insurance of spouses referred to in Article 2 (b) is covered by the 
general· provisions applicable to retirement insurance. Any member 
employed by his spouse is therefore 'required ·to take ·out insurance. A 
perso"n who is . a co-worker in his/her spouse' s· business can apply for 
comp-ulsory· insurance provided. that this is not .already a legal· 
requirement (as is the case for craft workers). 



spouses both working in the same business are free to decide whether to 
pay contributions in order to be entitled to benefits for both spouses. 

. ~ 

Moreover, the scheme allows the surviving spouse to continue to acquire-
entitlements to a widow's pension by the payment of contributions even 
after the operator's death. These contributions by the surv1v1ng 
spouse give rise .to personal entitlements even if the surviving spouse 
continues to carry on the activities of the deceased operator. 

The rules on compulsory retirement insurance are also applicable to 
farmers and their spouses~ 

Company provident schemes 

Members of liberal professions with their own governing body (e.g. 
lawyers, doctors, arc hi tecta) are normally required to insure 
themselves against disability and old age with public insurance and 
provident schemes, whether they are employees or self-employed. 
Membership of a professional institute is the determining criterion in 
this case. People who do not belong to a professional group do not 
have access to this branch of soc"ial security. However, the social 
security system is so structured as to enable an assisting spouse who 
is not a member of a professional institute to enjoy the same 
opportunities as the assisting spouses of other self-employed workers, 
which ~eans entitlemept to compulsory insurance under the state 
reti~ement insurance scheme through t~e conclusion of an employment 
contract with the. other spouse or through voluntary contributions. 

Retirement insurance schemes for farmers 

The retirement pension for a married farmer is SO% more than for an 
unmarried person because he receives a supplementary amount for his 
spouse.3 The Law of 20 December 1985 requires pension funds, in 
respect of new cases,.to pay one-third of the total sum direct to the 
assisting spouse. The only condition is that the spouse's main 
activity should have been helping in the work of the farm as an 
assisting spouse. 

Accident insurance 

This scheme covers industrial accident, invalidity and death. 
Membership . of this insurance scheme is open to anyone. spouses of 
farmers, like the farmers themselves, are legally insured. 

ARTICLE 7 

According to the German ·Government, it is neither necessary nor 
possible to improve the position of the spouses. 

3 Article 4(1) of the Law on old-age pensions for farmers 

• 



ARTICLE 8 

Women covered by a sickness insurance scheme are entitled to var] ous 
cash· benefit's, in the case . of pregnancy . or motherhood. . 'This also 
applies to co-insured persons._ since 1 January 1986 sickness insurance·. 
funds are autho~ized to grant assistance to a woman farmer for a period 
of eightweeks (12 weeks in the case of multiple pregnancy or premature 
delivery) from the d.me of co~finement, if the' running of the farm is 
threatened. 

This assistance can take the form-of providing a, replacem:ent to run the 
farm in her absence or- refunding the cost of hiring _a r~placement. 

Sickness fund rul_es may provide for the grant of a similar amourit, of 
as-sistance and a household .allowance. in the case of maternity to ·.the 
wife of an insured farmer. 

ARTICLE 9: 

The· German legal system guarantees full legal-_- protection. Cases of 
discrimination can therefore be'heard by the ordinary courts. 

ARTICLE 10: 

Information has been sent to a number of organizations dealing· with 
self-employed women and wives of self-employed workers. 

conclusions 

According to the replies to the questionnaire, German legislation does 
not appear ·to present any anomalies~ It is possible for . one of the 
spouses to employ t~e other spouse with the status ;,f employ.ee. ·-A 
ritnge of. different possibilities· for setting up a: business is available 
to the-spouses. 

Any restrictions which exist are based on criteria such as training and 
aptitude rather than gender. Even if a couple decides not to draw.up a 
contract and ·if th~ spouse- prefers tc;; ·work· in th~ business without a 
p~rticular status, he I she can contribute .voluntarily to the German 
so~ial .security system. 

Th_is legislation does not apply to w<;~rl~ done by t}1e spouse· or members 
of the close family livin.g under the same roof unless the business or 
part ·of i1:. is located in the 'family home. 

'· 



4. Greece 

General caament: The replies from Greece.mainly concerned that part of. 
the Directive dealing with social protection (Articles 6 and 8). 

AR'l'ZCLB 4 

Legislation on the launching or extension of a business does not 
discriminate on ·the grounds of gender. 4 Law 1329/83 _ establishes 
equality.between husband ·and wife in the area of family law (decisions 

.on property, loans, etc.). 

AR"l"ZCLB 5 

spouses may launch a business and they are not subject to any specific 
conditions. 

ARTZCLB 6 

Greece classifies socio-economic activities in a rather unusual way. 
some classes of self-employed workers in towns are covered - like 
employees - by the general social security system (IKA). There is also 
a parallel agricultural scheme ·(OGA) which not only covers everyone 
working in the agricultural sector (employed ·or not) but also covers 
every self-employed worker in a coinm.ercial or business activity in a 
village of fewer than 2 000 inhabitants. More particularly, all self
employed workers covered by the social security system fall into one of 
the following two categories: · 

* those with a professional qualification (doctors, engineers, 
lawyers, etc.). 
The main insurance schemes are the lawyers• fund, the TSMEPE (fund for 
engineers and civil servants) and the TSAY (medical workers• retirement 
insurance fund) . 

* other self-employed activities (industry, business) 
There are two main types of insurance plan: the TAE (businessmen and 
woman's insurance fund) and the TEBE (Greek fund for professional and 
industrial workers). 

All risks, i.e. retirement, invalidity, industrial accident, sickness 
and death, are covered by the abovementioned insurance schemes. 

4 Law of 14 Arpil 1984 on equality in respect of employment 
legislation. 



Assisting spouses are required· to join-- the~ general social security · 
- scheme ( IKA) 5 if they are not compulsorily cir voluntarily covered :~or 

·such work in one of the other main social security bodies. 

Although the abovementioned persons are obliged to join the scheme, 
membership is not- automatic. ·. This means in order for membership of the 
scheme to take effect or cease a written notification is required from . 

. the insured'memher or the person for whom the work is·carried out. 
' 

self-employed workers are covered for all ·risks, retirement,-. sickness 
(benefitS in cash and in kind),_ invalidity and death. The retirement· 
insurance contribution is very low· (Dr 15 000/month). A complementary 
retirement·insurance scheme for farmers was introduced in 1989.6 

The agricultural scheme (OGA) pays neither a daily allowanc~ to fa~ers 
in the event of an accident or illness, nor unemployment benefits. 

ARTI:CLB 7 

No information was forthcoming on this Article. 

AR'l'I:CLB 8. 
I ' 

self-employed women and the wives of self-employed workers are entitled 
to maternity leave and. receive allowances (Dr· 50 ·000 under the OGA 
scheme). There is no service providing temporary replacements. 

AR'l'I:CLBS 9..:.10 

No information was forthcoming on these articles. 

. ·,· .. 

5 Article 1(1) of Law No 1759/88. 
6 Women in Agriculture, Cahiers de femmes d~Europe, october 1988, 

Nos 27-28. The amount varies from Dr 3 680 to 10 400 per month .. 

. .... 

.i_··;_. _, 
~.-· 



5. Spain 

Preliminary remark: .the Spanish Government admitted in its 
communication to the Commission that the law of the Balearic Islands 
(matrimonial law) does not comply with the principle of equality. of 
treatment as defined in the Directive. 

ARTICLE 4 

Article 14 of the Spanish constitution states that "All Spaniards are 
equal before the law, without any discrimination for reasons of birth,. 
race, sex, religion, opinion or any other personal or social condition 
or circumstance•. 

Furthermore; Artie le 3 5 (1 ) 
Spaniards have the right to 
or office, ( .•• ] while in 
reasons of sex". 

of the constitution states that: "All 
work, to the .free selection of profession 
no case can there be discrimination for 

The formalities necessary for access to professions or the taking up of 
a self-employed activity do not discriminate on grounds of sex. 

In this connection. t·he spanish Government notes that, according to the 
statistics for 1989, the number of women receiving t·raining in all the 
pro':)rammes within the FIP plan (Plan for Training and.Integration into 
Working Life) was slightly higher than the number of men (50.5% .as 
against 49.5%). However, given that women find access ·to the l·abour 
market more difficult, Royal Decree No 1618 of 14 December 1990 laying 
down the rules for the FIP provides for a programme aimed at women 
wishing to resume professional activities, to ensure that they can be 
trained for t·hose activities where they are under-repr!!sented or to 
facilitate the .profess·ional re-integration of· women who have family. 
responsibilities and encounter specific. difficulties in finding a job. 

ARTICLE 5 

A·. number of changes have been made to spanish commercial law in order 
to take account of Community company law Directives. 

A company under Spanish law ia "a contract by which two or more persons 
agree to pool money, property or an industry with a view to sharing the 
eventual profits". 

There is nothing to stop two spouses forming a commercial company. The 
property thus put into the company can either be held in common or be 
the individual property of each spouse. 



Zo 
In -the case of divorce, spouses within the meaning of Article ~(b) can 

. obtain financial compensation cin the grounds of professional activity 
in the 'company of the self-employed spouse.- Article 97 of the <::ivil 
code states .. that ·if separation _ or divorce leads to an economic 
imbalance for . one spouse. compared to the other, . involving a 

.deterioration in the situation which prevailed during the marriage, 
he'/she ·is entitled to a pension fixed by a decision o:f the court, 
taking account inter alia of ( ... ) collaboration, through work, in the 
commercial, industrial or professional activities of the other spouse. 

Self-employed activitie's are not included in the scope of the general 
rules on social security. A.self-employed person must join or. register 
in one of the.following special schemes: 

* tl,e .special_: scheme for .self-employed· workers includes workers · in 
industry and services, the liberal .. professions and the 'like, and 
those engaged in agriculture., provided that their activities do not 
_exceed .a specified extent; 

* the special scheme for agricultural workers includes everyone 
pUrsuing a self-employed activity in agriculture, forestry, or 
livestock .tearing as his main source of income enabling-him to_meet 
h~s./~er needs and those of·the d~pendent me~ers of his/her family; 

*-- the·· .special .scheme for seafarers includes all 
seafarers regardless. of sex, .provided that this 

·activity constitutes their main so\u::ce of income .. 

. self-employed 
self-employed 

The three ~ovementioned specialsocial ~ecu~ity schemes include within 
their scope the husband/wife of the self-employed wor~er provided 
~e/she habitually participates personaily and directly in 'carrying out 
the tasks involved in the activities in question. The other conditions, · 
laid down ·by the. special schemes for ·.seafarers and·. farmers are 
cohabitation and' economic dependency of the spouse-on the self-employed 
worker. In addition.~ the special scheme for farmers stipulates that the 
output from the agricultural activity must contribute appropriately to 
the livelihood of the farming family of whiCh the worker ·is a member 
(Decree :No 2530 of 2_0 .August 1970). 

·_.These same decrees ·make membership of the special s~hemes compulsory; 
the spouse of a self-employed worker who participates. ~n the ·latter's 
activity' and who' lives under the same roof and is ·.dependent -on the' 
self-employed . worker is not considered as ·an employee and must 
therefore pay into .the special scheme which applies to ·the self
employed activity carried out. 7 In such cases .t-he assisting spouse 
will . be entitled to the same social benefits as. the self.;.employed 
worker. 

7 · Law No. 5 of 29 June 1990 on budgetary, financial and fiscal 
measures. 



The special schemes 
benefits/allowances. 

described above cover the following 

Table showing the main contributory schemes described in the 
cammiasion•a expert report on the situation of self-employed workers in 
spain as at Rovember 1991 

cover Provided 

sickness allowance 
convalescence grant 
Maternity ~llowance 
Industrial accident 
and sickness benefit 
unemployment benefit 

1 = Compulsory membership 
2 = Optional membership 

ARTICLE 7 

Industry and 
services 

1 
2 
1 
2 

No 

Agriculture 

2 
2 
2 
2 

No 

The spanish Government has forwarded its programme on the promotion of 
self-employed activity.S The aim of this programme is to promote and 
give financial assistance to projects which enable people registered 
with employment agencies to -set up as self-employed workers. The 
spanish Government ensures that the principle of- equality of treatment 
is fully respected in this programme. 

ARTICLE 8 

Self-employed women and the wives of self-employed workers referred to 
in Article 2 (b) are entitled to health care benefits in the case of 
maternity.9 Law No 3 of 3 March 1989 extended the duration of 
maternity leave from 14 to 16 weeks. 

8 This programme is set out in Ministerial Decree of 21 February 1986 
which proposes various job creation assistance programmes. 

9 These benefits include medical services (medical examinations, 
medical assistance during confinement, hospitalization in approved 
hospitals), pharmaceuticals (for all medicines either free of 
charge· or subject to a financial contribution) and cash benefits 
(allowance· equivalent to 75% of the monthly cobn~ribution of the
worker; this allowance is higher in the case of a multiple birth). 
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The granting of maternity· benef{ts is subject to women being. registered 
with the social security scheme~ and contributions have to. be paid for. 
a minimum period of 180 days during the year prior to confinement. In 
addition, payment·· into the. scheme ·must. begin at least nine months 
before the. presumed .date of c~nfinement. 

An assisting spouse who is neither paying into nor r~gist~re~ with a 
scheme is entitled to health care benefits alon~. 

However, in the special scheme. for farmers, the self-employed worker 
has . to have paid additional voluntary contributions specifically to 
insure against temporary disability.· This means that, unless the self--· 
employed agricultural worker pays . into a · plan insuring against 
temporary disability; his. wife (Article 2 (t))) will receive no health · · 
care benefits or any other benefits. 

spanish legislat.ion makes no provision for relief .services for ·women 
during the perj,.od when they stop work for maternity~ nor for social 
services ·to take'· account of the fact that the wife ·of 'a self-employed 
worker is incapable of working. 

Article 9 

Article 2 of the law on working procedures, approved by Royal 
Legislative Decree No 521 of. 27 April 1990, sta~es that 'The judicial 
bodies responsible for enforcing. social legislation must be aware of 
th• litigious issues which can •ris~ in the. area of social 
security" .. 

Any' person· with a subjective _right· or a legitimate interest may bring 
an action before the courts (Article 17 of the abovementioned law). 

Moreover, a person· claiming .disc-rimination on grounds of sex may 
-require the defendant to substanti~te the objective grounds for the 
m~asure adopted and demonstrate its appropriateness in rela~ion to the 
ol::ljectives. The judge may seek the opinion of the competent public 
bodies (Article 25.3).' 

In parallel with these means ~f. redress under social legislation, 
violationof rights recognized by the constitution trigger the relevant 

.constitutional mechanisms for guaranteeing the rights of the 
individual. 

ARTICLE 10 

Vocational training: 
The information has been· forwarded nationally by the General Council 
for Vocational Training set up by Law No 1 of · 7 January 1986. T-his 
advisory. body assists the government in ·framing vocational training 
regulations. It comprises the most . representative· trade union and 
employers• organizations and representatives of the administration. 



At provincial level, information is forwarded by the provincial 
vocational training commissions and by the provincial vocational 
training monitoring committees set up respectively by the order of 
21 June 1990 and by Royal Decree No 1618 of 14 December 1990. 

The National Institute for Employmen~ also sends information to 
training centres. 

Conclusions: 

.1. Article 7 of the General Law on Social Security CLaw No 2065/74 of 
30 May 1974) expressly states that the wife of an entrepreneur cannot 
be regarded as a worker unless she can prove the contrary (despite the 
fact that this status is accepted without proof in the case of other 
members of the family)~ The wife therefore cannot personally join a 
social security scheme and can only benefit in the form of derived 
rights, i.e. through her husband. 

It would appear that under employment law an entrepreneur can employ 
his wife as a salaried employee, whereas under social security law this 
status is not recognized. This is a contradiction which in fact 
prevents a wife from helping her husband as a salaried employee in his 
business. 

The equal opportunities plan for 1988-90 approved by the Government in 
1987 includes among its recommendations (1.11.1) "examination of the 
possibility of amending Article 7.2 of the general law on social 
security" • 

. '2. 'rhe wife of a -farm manager who is not paying into a scheme to· 
insure against·, temporary disability cannot claim medical assistance in 
the case of maternity. · 

. i· 

; 

. i 
' ! 



6. France 

with regard to craft, industrial and commercial activities: 

Law No 82-596 of 10 July 1982 improved the status of· the spouses -of 
craftsmen and tradesmen participating in the activities of the business 
by allowing them to choose one of three options: 

* salaried status 
* partnership status 
* assisting spouse t'collaborateur') status10 

Despite these· various options, and in particular the status of 
collaborateur, which combines recognition with a limited cost to the 
business, ft is estimated that 80% of the spouses of-people working in 
craft, industrial or commercial ·professions _have- not opted for a 
specific status. 

ART:ICLE 4. 

No information was forthcoming on this point. 

ART:ICLE 5 

It is perfectly possible for spouses to form a company. The conditions 
under.which such a company is fo~ed are the same for both marrie~ and 
unmarried couples -(for instance, possession of a relevant diploma).· 

There is an ~xception to th~ possibi.lity for spouses' to. form a company I 
for re.asons given by ·the French Government_. Article 1 of . _Law 
No 62-1971 of 8 August 1962 states .that two _spouses alone cannot form a 
jointly-managed agricultural association - (GAEC) . as partners; on the 
other hand, a married couple may form a GAEC if· a third partner is 
involved. 

If the spouses are absolutely determined to form an agricultural 
company on their own, they are allowed to set up a limited liability 
agricultural holding (EARL) under Law No 85-697 of 1l -July ·198_5. · 

In order to give married couples a greater ~ncentive to set up 
companies, Decree ·No 8 8-19 8 on· start-up a,id .. for young /f.armers now 

. al.lows two young' farmers • grants per household if the spouses are both 
. managers within a company constituted under civil law, an agricultural 

company or an EARL. 

ART:ICLE 6 

Spouses who have chosen the status of collaborateurs (craft, industrial 
or commercial professions) may voluntarily join an old-age pension 
insurance scheme for · self-employed workers in.· order to · acquire their 

· m.rn pension ·entitlements. They are also offered the opportunity 
·(subject to certain conditions) to purchase the rights acquired during 
certain periods_ of activity prior. to their j.oining the voluntary 
insurance scheme.ll 

10 See footnote (1) above 
11 Decree No 86-100 of 4 March 1986; 
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of Law No 89/1008 of 31 December 19.89 (Article 17) a 
a partner in a single-member. limited liability 
now has social rights with regard to maternity and 

since the adoption 
spouse assisting 
unqertaking (EURL) 
old-age pension. 
for an assisting 
or in the trades 

In fact, the maternity benefits are the same as those 
spouse listed in the b~sinesses and companies register· 
directory. 

·-.; 

As far as retire~en·t· pension is _-··concer,~ed assisting spouses may 
voluntarily pay into an old-age pen~ion scheme of which the spouse, as 
sole partner, is a member. 

An implementing decree (No '91-897) of 5 September 1991 stipulates that 
assisting spouses must be able to join a voluntary old-age pension 
scheme, declare qn their honour that they are actually and habitually 
participating without payment in the self-employed activity of the 
partner and that they are not personally covered by a compulsory old
age pension insurance scheme. The contributions' of these spouses are 
calculated either on ·the basis of one-third of the social security 
ceiling or according to the professional income of the head of the . 
undertaking up to the social security ceiling, at their own choice. 
Although the spouse of a single partner in an EURL enjoys social rights 
in respect of maternity and old age pension, she is not however .. 
considered to be an assisting spouse ( "collabora.teur") within. the 
meaning of the law of 10 July 1982 (or in other words cannot be a 
co-worker in the E~RL, which is a corporate entity). Hence the spouse 
of a single partner in an EURL has no professional rights resulting 
from the adoption of the status of co-worker as he/she will be deemed 
.not to have the necessary powers. Nor will he/she be entitled to take 
part in elections to the Chambers of Trade or Commerce and Industry. 

• :~ 'r • , ·' -,~: ·.: \·'· •• 
' • : I~·.: 

Decree No 89-628 of 24 July 1989 introduced the possibility for spouses 
assisting members of the liberal professions to join a liberal 
professions old-age insurance scheme voluntarily and to constitute 
their own entitlements to retirement benefits. This possibility is 
also open to spouses of _lawyers as from 17 March, 1993 (Decree n•. 92-
425 OJ 24.3.93.,. ·. 

A"· farmer's spouse . who has not chosen. a specific status is not 
considered, from the point of view of social legislation as it applies 
to agriculture, as pursuing a professional activity, even though the. 
person is participating in the work of the agricultural holding, and as 
such is not insured in her own right. The de ta.cto social rights of 
the spouses of farmers are determined according either to their family 
.situation, which entitles them to cash ·benefits under the sickness 
insurance scheme for maternity without having to pay contributions, or 
a presumption that they are participating in the .work,· which entitles 
the spouse to a lump sum retirement pension provided that the farm 
manager pays an individual old-age pension insurance contribution (the 
lump-sum retirement pension is FF 15 120 per year in 1992). 

- -~ .· ' 
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on the other hand, a spouse who . cannot show proof of personal 
professional income- and is not ·insured in her own right can draw 
neither ·invalidity pension nor the proportional retirement.b~nefit to 
which a farmer is entitled. 

This means that many .entitled . spouses who actually participate in the 
work of the holding do _not gain full recogni:tion for_ their work in the· 
fo·rm of personal entitlements. A measure has therefore recent1y been 
introduced to improve the retirement-pension entitiementsof spouses of 
agri~ultural workers who have not opted for a specific status. 

·Article 12 of Law 91-1407 of 31 December 1991 -on social contributions 
in_agriculture and introducing the early retirement scheme for farmers 
implemented by~Decree No 92-1111 of·2 october 1992 now allows a_ married 
couple running a farm to. op~ t_o share the proportional-- retirement 
points which are at present only attributed to the spouse who manages 
the undertaking.' The same Decree also specifies that a married couple 
may opt to share the propqrtional retirement points where the spouse of . 
a. farm manager does not· belong to another ret{re~ent -scheme· by. virtue 
of _the pursuit of a professional activity-and is not di~abled.· 

The application to take up the option of sharing the points must be 
signed by both spouses. The ·option is valid for one year and is 
automatically renewed. Points are shared out annually and_ this 
a_llocation is final. The arrangement is terminated either at the 
request· of both . spouses or automatically if· one of the spouses no 
longer meets the qualifying c9nditions. 

ARTICLE 7' 

Assisting spouse status 
In order to qualify for this stat~s, the spouse must provide evidence 
to that effect, requesting that the words •assisting spouse• be entered· 
in the trades ~r business register alongside the entry for .the owner. of 
·the undertaking. ·He/she must then.· "actively participate in·_ his/her 
spouse'•s activity without remuneration and without exercising_any other 
professionai activity" (Article 8, chapter III of Law No 82-596 of 
10 .July 1982). 

This gives the spouse·certain professional and social rights. 

" Professional rights_ 

1. The assisting spouse is deemed to have received from.the manager of 
the undertaking the authorization to carry out on· .this person • s 
behalf the necessary administrative activities involved in its 
running. 

·2. He/she may vote and stand for election in elections for·chambers of 
commerce, chambers of trade and pension insurance ·funds.: 

*Social rights: See Artic-les 6 and 8. 



ARTICLE 8 

Sickness/maternity insurance for all female self-employed workers in 
non-agricultural professions: 

The Law of 10 July 1982 and its implementing Decree of 31 December 1982 
introduced the maternity grant and an allowance enabling the women 
concerned to be replaced by paid staff, both in the case of women 
personally pursuing an industrial, commercial or craft activity or 
liberal profession and personally contributing to a self-employed 
workers• scheme, and far wives assisting industrialists, traders; 
craftmen or members of the liberal professions. They also receive a 
flat-rate maternity grant equal to FF 5 790 (as at 1 July 1992) and, if 
they have themselves replaced by salaried staff, a concurrent relief 
allowance which is payable for a maximum of 28 days. 

~~-·: ....... ' . 
Sickness/maternity insurance for self-employed women in agriculture: 

All women working in the agricultural holding. and carrying out 
agricultural work are entitled to relief services organized by the 
profession, regardless of their legal status. They may have themselves 
replaced, in the event of maternity, by salaried staff for a maximum 
period of 56 days; the amount of the relief grant payable to them is 
equal to 90% of the cost (the remaining 10\ being the contribution of 
the female agricultural worker). 

The replacement cost ceiling to which this 90% figure applies was set 
an 27 July 1992 at: 

FF 478.40 per day of full-time replacement, 
f"F 58.24 per hour of replacement where the ,;ervice is provided for 
less than eight hours per day. 

ARTICLE 9 

No information was forthcoming an this article. 
ARTICLE 10 

1988: Production of an information video (lasting 20 min!Jtes) 
describing the situation of women in a rural environment, aimed at 
informing and rai~ing the awareness of local decision-makers and people 
living and working in the countryside about the involvement of women in 
the rural economy and their role in every area of rural devolopment. 

October 1992: Launching of an information campaign, to increase 
awareness of the rights of spouses of craftsmen and traders. An 
information file on the rights of craftsmen- and traders• wives appeared 
in the magazine published by the pension funds for craft workers 
("contact AVA" and for· traders ("ORGANIC Information"). The campaign 
is aimed at all craftsmen and tradesmen in France. 

In March 1993 a guide to the rights of women farmers in France was 
published by the National Information Centre for Womens• Rights. 



-7. Ireland 

ARTICLE 4 

The Employment· Equality Act ( 1977) _prohibits discrimination on. grounds_ 
of sex or marital . status as regards access to employment, vocat.ional 
training or professional exj;,erience. ·· section 6 of ·the· Act makes it 
illegal to discriminate in respect of 'access to- vocational training 

.courses or the manner in which training courses and all other types of 
training are advertised (except in the case of positive action -
section iS) 

ARTICLE s· 

The provisions of the Companies Acts from 1963 to 1990 make no 
· distinqtion .as between men' and women. 

A married coup~e may be members of .. a company and, according to_ the 
companies Registration office, a l~rge prop_ortion of all registered 

·. companies are formed by married couptes. 

self-employed contributors to retirement pension'schemes automatically 
acquire entitlement to an. adult dependent • s allowance in respect of 
their spouse. This allowance may be paid directly to the pensioner as 
part of the pension or the adult dependent may apply to have the 
allowance paid directly to him/her. 

The soci,al Welfare Act exempts assisting spouses from compulsory social 
insurance as self-employed contributors. This . suggests that they are 
unable to take out voluntary insurance.12 

. / 

ARTICLE_. 7 

The National Pensions Board, which was set up to advise tpe Minister 
for social Welfare on pensions policy generally, is currently examining 
the ·feasibility of extending compulsory social insurance ·cover for 
pensions ·to assisting relatives . ('including spouses) .who directly. or 
indirectly assist an employed or self-employed person in earn-L.ng the 
household income and/or who are mainly dependent on that income. 

AKTICLE 8 

Female self-employed workers and the .wives of self-employed worker·s 
have no acc~ss to temporary replacement· services and ·are not entitled 
to-_.cash benefits when interrupting their activity owing to pregnancy 
and motherhood. 

12 Unless they previously • had been in receipt of an income which was 
subject to compulsory social insurance. In that case . they ilr~e 
entitled to'maintain'their pension cover by paying contributions on· 
a voluntary basis. 



ARTICLE 9 

Individuals who consider. that they have been discriminated against may 
take their .cases to the Labour court, which then decides whether to 
refer the matter to an Equality Officer for investigation and the issue 
of a recommendation, or to an industrial relations officer for 
conciliation. 

The latter option is rarely used. The trade unions and the Employment 
Equality Agency can take cases to court on behalf of an individual or 
group collectively. 

ARTICLE 10 

All. vocational training centres have been informed about the rules on· 
equal opportunities so that they may apply them .-in all training 
programmes. The training and employment authority (FAS) actively 
encourages women to take up the full range of training opportunities 
available, particularly in non-traditional areas. 

conclusions 

1. Assisting spouses (male or female) are only protected via the 
self-employed worker. They cannot contribute voluntarily in order 
to increase their entitlements, which are confined to retirement 
benefits. 

2. No steps have been taken to entitle female workers an allowance 
during motherhood; there does not appear to be any replacement 
serv1ce. 

3. Article 10 not only stipulated 
should be informed; it also 
self-employed workers and their 
been informed. 

that vocational training centres 
referred to bodies representing 

spouses, and these bodies have not 



8. :Italy 

The Italian Government points out that the. Directive lays down 
principles for which there is no equivalent in Italian law. There are 
many different forms of self-employed activity, whose common feature is 
the lack of fixed .rules, but there is no inequa-lity of- treatment 
between-men and women. 

Article 4 

Italian law prohibits all discrimination on grounds of sex as re-gards 
acce·ss. to and the · p_ursuit of the various forins of activity i·n a 
self-employed capacity. This principle_ is enshrined in Law No 6 6 of 
·9 February 19 6 3 . 

·'Arti~le 5 

The family enterprise. 
This concept was introduced by Law No 151 of 19 May 1975, supelemented 
by Law No 903 cif 9 December 1977 .13 This law sti~:mlates that 
self-employed women habitually engaged in an activity in the family 
business are entitled to represent the business on the statutory-bodies 
of cooperatives, consortia and all other forms of assocfat.ion. . 

Article 230a of the civil code provides inter alia that, unless a 
different relationship can be. identified, a: f~_ily memberl4 habitually 
pursuing a professional activity within the family or_within the family 
enterprise15 is entitled to maintenance in keeping with the situation 
of the family assets (means-tested benefits?) and a share in the 
profits of- the family business and in the property acquired with such 
profits and- in any extension of the business·, and also in· respect of 
goodwill, in proportion. to the .quantity and quality of the se_rvices 
rendered. Decisions concerning the use of profits and extensions to 
the business, and those pertaining to extraordinary administration, 
production policy and termination of ·activity, are. taken, by majority, 
by the family members participating in the saia enterprise. 

Work done by the. spouse of a self-employed worker seems to be' broadly 
covered by this article, which acknowledge's the. spouse IS right to 
participate in the profits of the business in proportion to the quality 
and quantity of work done and which emphasizes the principle that a 
woman's work is equivalent to that of a man. 

r . 

As far as agriculture is concerned, tacit family groups are governed by 
customary practj,ce, but such practice ·is not at variance with the 
abovementioned provisions. 

13 on equality , of treatment between men and women as regards 
employment. 

14 Family member- means spouse, relatives up to the third. degree and 
relatives by marriage up to the second degree. 

1S Family business means an enterprise in which the sp_ouse, relatives 
up to the third degree and relatives by marriage up to the- second 
degree collaborate 



Liberal .professions 

Attention must be drawn, however, t:o .a ruling of the Appeal court of 
19 Kay 1987, No 3287, which devalues the work carried out by a person 
to assist his/her spouse· in a liberal profession. This ruling and .the· 
resultant case-law equate this professional activity with work done 
free of. charge ("affectionis causa"). Article 230a does not apply to 
the liberal professions since they (lawyers, solicitors) are not 
considered as businesses. In such a case common law applies. 

The adoption of the Directive has led to a change in ~he interpretation 
of the case-law of lower courts and the legal theory governing the 
provisions of the Civil Code·. and 'to an extension of protection for 
activities carried out in a family structure which is not organized as 
a blisiness. In spite of the existence of the Directive, the prevailing 
interpretation (Appeal court) remains one of a presumption that the 
professional activity is carried out free of charge in every case where 
the persons concerned have conjugal ties, particularly where they 
cohabit. 

Article 8 

The Law of 1~ December 1990 (No 379) introduced a maternity allowance 
for self-employed women in the liberal professions. These women 
receive funds from a social insurance scheme representing 80% of 
five-twelfths of the amount earned and declared in their tax returns 
during ~he two previous years, for a period of five months (two months 
before the birth and three months afterwards). 

Law No 546 of 29 December 1987 already introduced a maternity allowance 
for self-employed women. 

Article 10 

Law No 125 of 10 April 1991 (positive actions to achieve equality 
between men and women at work) shifted the onus of proof in favour of 
the worker who considers him or herself wronged by discriminatory 
behaviour (Article 4(5)). 

Conclusion 

1. I? Italy the question of recognition of the work of a spouse is 
subordinated to the concept of a family business. This does not appear 
to be ·conducive to the acquisition of personal social security 
entitlements. 

Unfortunately, this concept only applies if .. an enterprise has been duly 
formed. Spouses of self-employed persons in the liberal professions 
are therefore excluded. 

2. Italy has not notified the commission of any specific measures to 
inform those concerned by the Directive about its provisions. 



9. Luxembourg 

General · comment: The replies from Luxembourg. did not ·deal with. 
Articles 7, 9 and 10. 

ARTICLE 5 

Spquses are allowed to form a company subject . to Artie le 181 (·2) of the 
amended law of 10 August 1915 on commercial companies. This article 
enables spouses. to be partners in a limited liability company unless 
the articles of association of the company alter the. matrimonial 
property arrangements agreed between ·the spouses. This restriction 
_applies whatever the matrimonia·l property arrangements in question. 

'ARTICLE 6 

Persons participating in a non.,..industrial, commercial and agricultural 
a·ctivity of their self-employed spouse are in principle insured under a 
compulsory insurance scheme for sickness and pension provision. 
Failing this they ~re entitled to cash.benefits. as ~a-insured persons. 

At the request of the person concerned, the fund committee may waive 
the requ-irement · for the assisting spouse to contribute ·unless the 
insureq person is a farmer. Consequently, spouses covered by· the 
Direc;tive receive. sickness, accident, invalidity, .old age and 
survivor~s benefits. 

In the event of disability, the spouse's cash_ benefits are suspended 
until the first day of the fourth month following the month in which 

·the incapacity. for work was decla:J:"ed. · This allowance. is equal to the 
basis for assessing contributions _and may not e~ceed five times the 
minimum reference wage.16 

ARTICLE 8 

The law of 27 July 1992 reforming the' sickness insurance and welfare 
sector extends the entitlement to a maternity grant to women engaged in 
a self-employed activity.l7 

The spouse must be at least 18 years old and be ·chiefly employ~d in 
that capacity. The same ·rules are applied to partners who habi'tually 
take part in the day-to-day management or who, individually or with 

. their spouse, hold more than half of the shares in-the undertaking. 

The ~llo~ance corresponds to the assessment base .but must not exceed 
five times the minimum· social wage and is paid fcir eight weeks before 

_and eight weeks after confinement.· This meas~r~~ which plac~i-femaie 
self-employed and salaried workers on an equal footing as regards ·the 
type of benefit during maternity leave, _will come into force on 1 
January 1994. 

16 Artic-le 12 of the Law of 27 July 1992 reforming -sickness insurance 
and welfare .. 

· 17 Articles 1, 5 and 25. 



The requirement for the wife to contribute may be 
request, unless she holds more than half of the shares 
in an agricultural holding. The waiver may only 
conjunction with the waiver for pension insurance. 

There is no provision for replacement services. 

Conclusions: 

33 
waived at her 

or is assisting 
be granted in 

1. It is unfortunat~ that, 
compulsory insurance scheme 
Article 2(b), there is no 
obligation. 

although Luxembourg 
for spouses within 

effective mechanism 

has 
the 

to 

introduced a 
meaning of 

enforce this 

In the absence of a genuine policy to inform and increase the awareness 
of self-employed spouses of their entitlements, the usefulness of 
compulsory insurance is open to.question. 

2. In 1994 the wives of self-employed workers who habitually 
participate in the business or the holding will be entitled to a real 
maternity allowance and not just the lump sum allowance which has been 
paid in the. past to all women domiciled in Luxembourg. They will be 
recogniz~d as full members of the workforce. 



10. Netherlands 

There is no_ discrimination on grounds of sex in respect of access to, 
or the establishment and extension of a business. 

·ARTICLE 5 

The formation of a company ·.between spouses is not subject to any 
specific conditions applicable o'nly. to married couples. 

ARTXCLE 6 

'. 

All Dutch citizens have to contribute around 'JO% of. their income in 
addi_tion to income tax in order to be entitled to benefits under the 
national ·health system (Ziekenfo~ds). Workers-earning above a _certain 
level are required to. take out a priv~te insurance. 

' 
Self..:employed workers and their spouses' are,. like all Dutch citizens, 
covered by the national insu_rance scheme or a private insurance·. -_They 
are entitled to· retirement ·pension, invalidity pension and survivor's 
perision as well as family allowances. ' 

Workers who change their status from employee to self-employed are also 
allowed to contribute on a voluntary basis. 

ARTICLE 7 

In- 1985 ·_a committee was set up to look . at the question of· women 
·assisting self-employed spouses. This committee was made up 'of 

repres_entatives of the government, _small and mediu,m-sized businesses 
and the farming sector. Its task- was -to identify the problems _relat~d 
to the status of women assisting self-employed spouses in the areas of 
civil and fiscal legislation, education ·and social security.· 
Unfortunately the findings of this committee have not been passed __ on by 
the ·Dutch authorities. 

ARTICLE 8 

Under sickness 'insurance legislation, women· are· entitled to 16 weeks 
leave. If after 16 weeks they are· still incapable of. working, their 
leave may be extended to 52 weeks. 

There is a national association covering all replaceme~t services in 
the Ne;herlands. 

There is also the possibility of contributing to a private insurance 
plan, the cost of which will vary according to the services offered. 
state ·subsidies ar_e also granted to provide lower...:cost replacement 
services in· the. case of sickness, accident,· maternity, .holiday and 
training. 



AllTICLE 9 

No. information 

ART:ICLE 10 

Letters- and circulars~ have been sent to the .. bodies representing self
employed wor.kers and.vocational training centres, informing them of the 
importance of the Directive. 

conclusion 

Dutch legislation appears to conform to the Directive. It is 
nevertheless to be regretted that an. assisting spouse still cannot be 
employed by the self-employed spouse he/she is assisting. ·under Dutch 
legislation there has to be a dependent relationship in an employment 
contract, but this is considered undesirable between spouses.18 

Access to vocational training is open to both young men and young women 
but the evidence, at least in the agricultural industry, is that fewer 
girls are taking up training schemes and that things are moving. slowly. 

18 Parliamentary Acts 1988-1989 No 19622-13. 



11. . Portugal. 

ARTICLE 4 

In Portugal there is n~ discrimination, either legally or de facto, in respect 
of access to training or . the establishment, equipr.nent or extension of fa 
business or the launching or extension of. any other form .of self-employed 
activity. 

ARTICLE 5 

·Th~-regulations governing spouses'.jo1nt l>roperty-are_precise and clear arid 
leave a large measure of freedom to a' husband and wife who wish to form·a 
company together or to both. hold shares . iii a company. 

For.· overriding r~asons· of public policy relati,ng to the protection of the 
household's estate and the .need to prevent one ·spouse from having ,an unfair. 

. - ,.-' - . . . 

advantage over the other, the only restriction· imposed is that only one of-the 
_spouses may assume unlimited liability. · 

Nonetheless, .~t -.is generally· understood that this restriction does not apply 
when the .couple have a pre-marriage agreement dividing their property (Article 
1735 of the Civil Code). · 

Where, because of the matrimonial property regime, the.shareholding :i,n t;he 
company is common to both spouses, the shareholder is deemed to be the spouse 

' I ' ' • • }• • 

who concluded the partnership agreement, or,. if th·e shareholding was acquired 
subsequently, the spouse through whom the shareholding in-the company was made 
over to the couple. 

However, this does not prevent the sharehold;r's ~pouse from exercising the 
administrative powers provided .fo·r in civil 'law, if the spouse who is the· 
shareholder is unable to exercise them for whatever reason, nor does it affect 
the rights of the shareholder's spouse over'tpe· shareholding in the event of 
the'shareholder's death. 

ARTICLE 6 

Self-employed workers are insured against illness19 (optional contribution for 
occupational illnesses), rnaterni ty, invalid! ty ,. ·old age and death. ' 

, r '.- • • 

The spouses referred to in Article 2 (b) ·of self-employed worke-rs pursuing .an 
_acti:lrity o~ their own account are protected by the social secu·rity system of 
the self-employed worker and covered for the saine risks. In cases other than 

' tha.t of a spouse_· of an entrepreneur. working for his own account, the spouses 
. referred to fn Article 2 (b) can pay into a voluntary scheme which covers them 
for old. age, invalidity and death. · 

ARTICLE 7 

No infotination on the measures taken. 

19 Health 'benefits are not part of ·the social security system. They· are -
provided to all-residents under the national health·service. 



:s :;.· .. 
ARTICLE 8 

Self-employed female workers are entitled to 90 days' maternity leave plus a 
maternity allowance provided that they have b'een contributing for at least. six 
months (not necessarily consecutively) and have declared their .earnings. 

~:.~;·~~~-

ay ~ontrast, a ~ife a~sisting a self-enq)loyed wor~er cannot· enjoy the same 
protection through that worJ,cer. s insurance scheme and cannot contribute 
voluntarily to cover the contingency of motherhood. 

There are no services supplying temporary replacements or social services to 
deal with the problem of the assisting wife being unable to work. 

ARTICLE 9· 

The ordinary courts have jurisdiction in respect'of disputes on questions of 
equality of treatment under the Directive. 

. . . ~- .· . . . : .· 

There are two · commissions in Portugal - the Commission fo·r Equality and 
Women's Rights, which reports to the Prime Minister, and the Commission for 
Equality in Employment at,.,the Workplace, which is attached to the 'Ministry for 
Employment .. These are not .appeal· bogiesc>but administrative committe~s with 

. . . . . .... ~· . 

advisory powers. 

The rights of collective pursuit of claims may be conferred on repre'sentative 
groups by individuals. There is no such provision for trade unions or oth~r 
groups in general. 

ARTICLE 10 

The only source of information on the existing;or adopted texts implementing 
this Directive is publication in the Official Gazette. This is the normal 
means of publicising a new law. However, no other steps were taken to bring 
this information to the attention of bodies representing self-employed workers 
and vocational training centres as require~ by this Article of the Directive. 

Conclusion• 

1. Article 8 has not led to any legislation being adopted in this area. 

2. Although the Official Gazette is the standard means of publicising 
legislative measures, it must still be noted that Article 10 envisages a 
more active information strategy aimed at those most concerned by this 
Directive. 

., ' 

.. -~--

,.~. 



12. United Kingdom 

INTROIJUCTION 

The United Kingdom takes the view'that the principle of equal treatment 
was already establishe~ in UK law . prior to the adoption . of· the 
Directive and that, therefore, it -has not been necessary for British 
law to confo_rm to the Directive • s prciv.isions. 

No specific legislative measures were needed to implement . the 
provisions. The United Kingdom conside~s that there is no need for any 
further iriitiatives in this area. · 

ARTICLE 4 

The sex Discrimination Act of 1975 and· the _Equal Pay Act of 1970, and 
the· equivalent legl.slation in Northern Ireland,- established the 
principle of equal treatment under British law. There is legislation 

.• in plac~ prohibiting ·discri~ination ~n grounds of sex for each 
self-employed category, including agriculture, in access to the 
professions, vocational training and in-service training, vocational 
guidance, retr~ining and, where appropriate, promotion~ 

United Kingdom legislat'ion ensures equal treatment in respect of the 
·establishment, exten-sion and equipment of a business. Furthermore,. 
advice and vocational training as well as financial assistance are 
available to those starting up a business regardless of sex. 

Spouses who are not . partners have e_qual rights. Male and female 
spouses have the same rights and obLigations: Where the spouses _are 
partners their rights and obligations- are determined, as in all 
partnerships, by their partnership agreement and by the Partnership Act· 
of 1890 which places no obstacle to the provision of equal rights. 
There is no de facto inequality in this area. 

ARTICLE 5 

No change to· UK legislation was necessary in order to ensure· compliance 
with this part of the Directive. Companies may be set ·up by spouses on. 
an equal footing and the funds used by the two spouses may be ·~ammon 
property. Ther·e are no indirec~ obstacles to the formation. of a 
company by spouses (the relevant legislation ·is the 1:995 Companies 
Act). 

There. are no provisions in UK legislation which would prevent the 
company from continuing its business in the case of death or divorce 
and the dissolution of· the marriage has no adverse legal co_nsequences 
for the activity of the company or the. rights . of the· piirticipating. 
spouses. The United Kingdom adds a rider that divorce may have 
unfavourable practical conseijuences "if the coupl~ feel unable to 
continue working together"'· but acknowledges that there is· no legal 
remedy for this problem. 



ARTICLE 6 

The United Kingdom has a contributory social · security system for 
self~employed workers which covers the contingencies of sickness, 
maternity, retirement and death. This system includes the protection 
of spouses referred to in Article 2(b) of the Directive. The risks for 
these individuals are covered by the old age pension and widows• 
benefit. The benefits are calculated according to the husband's 
contributions. In the case of the old age-pension, a married women who 
has never contributed can receive a pension from the age of 60 based on 
her husband • s contributions providing he is rece_iving his own 
retirement pension (retirement age for men is 65). The married women's 
pension is equal to 60% of her husband's basic state pension. 

There is also a contributory voluntary sacial security scheme which is 
accessible to both women and men (for retirement insurance and, in the 
case of women, for a survivor's pension). 

ARTICLE 7 

The United Kingdom authorities are currently looking into the measures 
to be taken on the basis of Article 7 (as they were already doing in 
1989). Taking agriculture as an example, the United Kingdom stresses 
that "the fact that farmers' wives make a significant contribution to· 
the farm business in many instances is already widely recognized". 

The Government considers that other initiatives in this area are 
unnecessary. 

ARTICLE 8 

self-employed women may be entitled to maternity benefit under the 
national social security scheme provided· they meet the qualifying 
conditions. The maternity allowance is currently E40. 60 per· week for 
up to 18 weeks. 

self-employed women do not have a right to maternity leave as such 
since, in the United Kingdom, this is a right granted to employees by 
employers and a self-employed woman _cannot grant the right against 
herself. The information provided does not refer to a maternity 
allowance or maternity leave for the wives of self-employed workers -
presumab~y because no such rights exist. 

self-employed women are not entitled to a relief allowance. In 
agriculture, relief services exist in the private sector. According to 
fig.ures for 1990, there are 55 000 self-employed women in the united 
Kingdom receiving maternity benefit each year. 

. . 



AR'.l':ICLE 9 

Every individual has the right to. seek legal redress. The competent 
body will· depend on_the type of judicial r~course chosen- it could be 
a court of law, an industrial tribunal or a social security __ tribunal. 

-Ther~ are two equal opportunities commissions in the· united Kingdom, 
one for Great Britain and the other for. Northern Ireland. They have 
powers to conduct'investigations and provide advice and assistance for 
individuals who consider themselves discriminated against •. 

There is no simplified procedure, even though industrial tribuna.ls have 
a .. less. formal procedure than the ordinary courts of law. There is no 

. ·possib-ility for collective r_edress~ No separate records. are kept of 
the nurnbil sanctions. 

AR'l':ICLE 10 

The adoption of the Directive was announced in Parliament in 1986 and 
copies of the Directive were. sent to- organizations representipg . the 
self-employed, . the Equal Oppo:rtunities commissions, the National_· 
Farmers Union and the then Training Agericy. 

There is also a wide range of public information booklets and leaflets 
on measures to implement the Directive. The equal opportunities,bodies. 
have also produced information on this subject. 

The list of organizations representing the self-employed to whom copies 
of the Directive have been sent is as follows: the Alliance of' small 
Fi:rms and Self-Employed People, the Association of-British chambers of 
commerce, the Association of Independent Business·, the Forum of Private 
Business, the National chambers of Trade, the CBI smaller Firm~:~ 
Council, the Union of Independent companies,·the united Kingdom science 
Park Association, the National Federation of self Employed and small. 
Businesses • 

.. ... ·. 

~ ._·) 
·""!- · ..• ·_., 
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CONCLUSION 

L~gislation and practice appear to conform to the provisions of . 
Directi~e 86/613. In general, anyone en9aged in a professional 
activity is considered as being required to register as an empioyee or 
a self-employed person, even if their income/profits are too low'to pay 
compulsory contributions. 

consequently, the Government believes that the.-· adoption of ancillary 
measures for spouses of_ self-employed persons who assist the worker 
without being an employee or a- partner will be difficult· to justify 
unless comparable measures are applied to the spouses of all workers, 
whether or not they ·are -·employees. 

l .. 
f 

-~· 



PART III: _CONCLUSIONS 

L In strictly legal terms, it appears .that Directive 86/613/EEC bas 
been implemented· in the Member states. However, the practical 
result is not entirely satisfactory when measured against the prime 
objectives of -the Directive, which~ was a gener;H improvem~nt in the 

_status of assisting spouses. 

2. Because of the wide range of different rules covered by the 
. Directive, ·it was extremely difficult to determine whether national 
. legislation complies with ~ommunity law .. Also, it was not possible 
within the scope of this report to consider whether Member· States 
had taken all necessary measures to eliminate· indirect. 
discrimination~ which figures in the definition used in Article 3 · 
of the· Directive. A much more detailed and far-reaching survey of 
national law would be required in order to establish-whether such 
discrimination persists. 

3. It is clear that there has .been no overall policy for de~-ling with 
the situation of assisting spouses as ·defined in Article 2 (b), 

· des~ite the clear intention of the Directive to bring about an 
improvement in their professional status . 

. 4. From the ceview of the situation in the Member states it .would 
appear that there are certain practical problems in ·implementing 
the Directive: 

-·Firstly, the s~lf-employed do not constitute a homogenous_· group .. 
·conseque-ntly, social security ar~angements_ for self-employed 

. persons vary considerably, with compulsory national, general ·and 
special schemes co-existing alongside voluntary general, special 

. and private schemes. 

With reference to spouses who are not· protected under the self,.. 
employed worker's social security scheme, it should be pointed_ out 
th'at, for the purposes of social security, a distinctlori is made 
between: 

* own rights, that is to say the personal entitlements which the· 
insured person acquires through his ·own economl.c activity and 
~esidence in a country; 

* derived rights, that- is to say the rights which the-beneficiary 
has by virtue of legal or. family ties. with the holder 'of own 
rights. 

The Directive left it open for Member states to grant either 
individual or derived rights to the spouses referred to in Article 
2(b). 'rt should 'be pointed .out, nonetheless, that_ with a view to 
the recognition of the work of the spouse (Article 7), the only way 
in which this objective is likely to 'be ~chieved is for spouses to 
be granted social securi~y. entitl~ments in their own right. 



In this c~ntext, Article 11 Jf the commission's Draft Directive of 
23 october 1987 (COM (87) 494 final) gives Member states the option 
to grant own rights as an alternative to derived rights as an 
incentive to remedy the situation of individuals such as assisting 
spouses. This draft directive is still pending before the Council. 

-Secondly, the terms of the_Directive were quite vague and did not 
specify particular action which could have been taken in certain 
areas. Instead, Member states were called upon to consider var1ous 
strategies for improving the situation of the self-employed and 
their assisting spouses. The lack of direction here may be 
responsible in part for the minimal re_sponse in the Member States. 

However, it must be added that even the more straightforward 
requirements of the Directive, such as the duty to inform the 
people concerned (which was mandatory even for those ~ountries who 
considered that their law was already in line with the Directive), 
do not appear to have been implemented with anything like the 
necessary vigour. 

5. Though not a conclusion as such, it is appropriate to bear in mind 
that there is a clear ~essage coming from bodies representing the 
self-employed that the work of assisting spouses must be formally 
recognised and their social security rights clearly defined. 

6. 

The European .Parliament has also adopted a resolu~ion which refers 
to the situation of women in agriculture in the Member states (AJ 
0409/93). The Resolution calls on the commission and the Member 
states to try and achieve more for female helpers on farms so as to 
give them their own rights and not merely_indirect entitlements. 

In light of the foregoing, it is evident that the commission and 
the Member States will need to explore the possibilities for 
further work in this area in order to meet the aims of the 
Directive and to advance the position of the self-employed and 
their assisting spouses. 
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COUNCIL 

COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 

of 1 i December 1.986 . · 

on the application of the principle of equal treatment between me'n and women 
engage_d in an activity, including agriculture, in a self-employed capacity, and on · 

the protection. of self-employed women during pregnancy and motherhood · 

(86/613/EEq 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES, 

Having regard ti> the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 100 and 
235 thereof, 

Having regard to the proposal froDI the Commission ('~ 

Having regard _to the opinion of the European Parli-
amentf). . . 

Having regard .to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (3~ . 

Whereas, in its resolution of 12 July 1982 on the promo-
. tion of equal opportunities for women ('~ · the Council 
approved the general· objectives of the Commission 
communication concerning a new Community action 
programme on ·the promotion of equal opportunities for 
women (198'2 to 1985) and expressed the will to imple
ment appropriate measures to achieve_ them ; 

Whereas action 5 of . the pro!ramme referred to above . 
concerns the. application of the principle of equal treat
ment to self-employed w~ and to women in agricul-
ture; . "" · · 

Whereas the ·implementation of the principle of equal 
pay for men and women workers, as laid down in Article 
119 of the Treaty, forms an integral part of the establish
ment and functioning of the common market ; 

Whereas on 10 February 1975 the Council adopted 
Directive 7 5/117/EEC on the approximation of. the laws 
of the Member States relating to the application of the 
pr:inciple of equal pay for men lind women (') ; 

· Whereas, as regards other aspects of equality of treatment 
between· men and women, · on 9 February 1976 the 
Council 'adopted Directive 76/207/EEC on the imple
mentation of the prinCiple of equal treament for men and 
women as regards access to employment, vocational 

. ~) OJ No C 113, 27. 4. 1984, p. 4. 
OJ No C 172, 2. 7. 1984, p. 90. 
OJ No C 343, 24. 12. 1984, p. 1. 

(") OJ No C 186, 21. 7. 1982, p. 3 .. 
(') OJ No L 45, 19. 2. 1975, p. 19. 

training and promotion, and working· conditions (') and 
on 19 December 1978 Directive 7')/7/EEC on the 
progres9ive implementation of the principle of equal 
treatment for men and women in matters of social. secu
rity f); 

Whereas, as regards persons engaged in a self-employed f 
capacity, ,in an activity in which their spouses are al&o . 
engaged. the implementation of the principle of. equal · 
treatment should be pW'Sued through the adoption of I 
detailed provisions designed to cOver the specific situation~ 

· of these persons ; · 

Whereas differences persist between the Mei:nber States in 
this field, whereaS, therefore it is necessary to approximate 
national provisions with regard to the application of the ·_. .· 
principle of equal treatment ; 

Whereas in 'certain respects the Treatyodoes not confer 
the powers necessary for the specific actions required ; 

Whereas the implementation. of the principle of equal 
treatment is without prejudice to measures concerning the 
protection of women during pregnancy and-motherhood, 

. . 

SECriON l 

Aima· and acope 

Articlt 1 

The purpose of this Directive is to ensure, in accordance . · 
with the following provisions, application iil the Member 
States of the.principle_of equal treatinent as·between men 
and women engaged .in an activity in' a self-employed 
capacity, or contributing to the pursuit of such an a~vity, 
as regards those aspects not covered by Directives 
76/207/EEC and 79/7/EEC. . 

(') OJ No L 39, 14. 2. 1975, p. 40. 
(') OJ No L 6, tO. t. 1979, p. ~~· 
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Articlt 2 

This Directive covers : 

(a) self-employed workers, i.e. all persons pursuing a 
gainful , activity for their own account, under the 
conditions laid down by national law, including 
fanners and members of the liberal professions ; 

(b) their spouses, not being employees or partners, where 
they habitually, under the conditions laid down by 
national law, participate in the activities of the self
employed worker and perform the same tasks or ancil
lary tasks. 

Article 3 

For the purposes of this Directive the principle of equal 
treatment implies the absence of all discrimination on 
grounds of sex, either directly or indirectly, by reference 
in particular to marital or family status. 

SECTION II 

Equal treatment between self-employed male and 
female workers - position of the spouses without 
professional status of self-employed workers -
protection of self-employed workers or wives of 
self-employed workers , during · pregnancy and 

motherhood 

Article 4 

At; regards self-employed persons, Member States shall 
take the measures necessary to ensure the elimination of 
all provisions which are contrary to the principle of equal 
treatment as defined in Directive 76/207/EEC, especially 
in respect of the establishment, equip,ment or extension 
of a business or the launching or extension of any other 
form of self-employed activity including financial facili- · 
ties. 

Article 5 

Without prejudice to the specific conditions for access to 
certain activities which apply equally to both sexes, 
Member States shall take the measures necessary to ensure 
that the conditions for the formation of a company 
between spouses are not more restrictive than the condi
tions for the formation of a company between unmarried 
persons. 

Article 6 

Where a ·contributory social security system for self
employed workers exists in a Member State, that Member 
State shall take the necessary measures to enable the 
spouses referred to· in Article 2 (b) who are not protected 
under the self-employed worker's social security scheme 
to join a contributory social security scheme voluntarily. 

No L 359/S7 

Article 7 

Member States shall undertake to examine under what 
conditions recognition of the work of the SpOuses referred 
to in Article 2 (b) may be encouraged and, in the light of 
such examination. consider any appropriate steps for 
encouraging su_ch recognition. 

Artick 8 

Member States shrill undertake to examine whether, and 
under what conditions, female self-employed workers and 
the wives of self-employed workers may, during _interrup
tions in their occupaional activity owing to pregnancy or 
motherhood, 

- have access to services supplying temporary replace
ments or existing national social services, or 

- be entitle,<! to cash benefits under a social security 
scheme or under any other public social protection 
system. 

SECTION Ill 

General and final provisions 

Article 9 

Member States shall introduce into their national legal 
systems such measures as are necessary to enable all 
persons who consider themselves wronged by failure to 
apply the principle of equal treatment .in self-employed 
activities to pursue their claims by judicial process, 
possibly after recourse to other competent authorities. 

Article 10 

Member States shall ensure that the measures adopted 
pursuant to this Directive, together with . the relevant 
provisions already in force, are brought to the attention of 
bodies representing self-employed workers and vocational 
training centres. 

Article II 

The Council shall review this Directive, on a proposal 
from the Commission, before 1 July 1993. 

Article 12 

1. Member States shall bring into force the laws, regu
lations and administrative provisions necessary to comply 
with this Directive not later than 30 June 1989. 

However, if a Member State which, in order to comply 
with Article 5 of this Directive, has to amend its legisla
tion on matrimonial rights and obligations, the date on 
which such Member State must comply with Article 5 
shall be 30 June 1991. 

-
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2. Member States shllll immediately inform the_ 
· Commission of the measures taken to comply with this 
Directive. 

Ar'lide IJ 

Membe~ States shall forward to. the COmmission, not later 
than 30 June- 1991, all the information necessary to 
enable it to draw up a report. on the application of this 
Directive for- subm'ission to the Council. 

/ 
\ 

ur 
•. ' ~ ~ -
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.This . Directive is addresse~ to the Member States .. 

Done at Brussels; 11 December 1986. 

For J!Jr ·CoUncil 

The Pruidml 

A. CLARKE 
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